Shared control in teleoperation for providing robot assistance to accomplish object manipulation is a new challenging problem. This has unique challenges, on top of teleoperation challenges in general, due to difficulties of physical discrepancy between human hands and robot hands as well as the fine motion constraints to constitute task success. In this work we are interested in the scientific underpinnings of robot assistance for telemanipulation by defining an arbitration strategy for a physically discrepant robot hand structure which flexibly reproduce actions that accommodate the operator's motion inputs as well as autonomously regulate the actions to compensate task constraints that facilitate subsequent manipulation. The overall objective is to present a control strategy where the focus is on generating poses which are better suited for human perception of successful teleoperated object manipulation and feeling of being in control of the robot, rather than developing objective stable grasp configurations for task success. Identifying the commonalities between human and robot feature sets enable the accommodation for the arbitration framework to indicate and appear to intuitively follow the user. Additionally, it is imperative to understand how users perceive good arbitration in object telemanipulation. We have also conducted a user study to analyze the effect of factors including task predictability, perceived following, and user preference.
Introduction
Need for Robotic Assistance in Telemanipulation and Current Development Teleoperation or the use of machines through indirect interaction holds advantages in remote work fields where the environments are inaccessible or dangerous while also augmenting the operator in terms of motion precision and strength. Teleoperation has been shown to be used in assistive living robotics, in hazardous environments such as search and rescue, mining, space exploration, and telesurgery. Despite the widespread use and advantages teleoperation can bring, further effort to reduce the workload/burden of the operator is paramount and can be accomplished by improving a robot's level of autonomy. The general difficulty teleoperators face include the indirect perception of the environment they are working in as well as indirect interaction within the workspace. An operator can quickly become overwhelmed by attempting to determine the mapping between their own inputs and the robot outputs as they may feel unnatural or may not entirely understand the system in a pure teleoperation scenario. To reduce the control difficulty, it has been recommended to improve the intelligence level of the robot where designers should use human intent inferencing as an input. However, within the telemanipulation field, there exists unique challenges when using intent inference. Compared to target approaching, object manipulation is a more complex task which requires fine motion constraints to appropriately satisfy the task. These fine motion constraints are dependent on two main factors: 1) the same object can have multiple successful grasp configurations for different tasks, and 2) they are dependent on the hand structure performing the grasp (e.g., robot hand structure is different from human hand structure, so called physical discrepancy problem). The multiple tasks an object can be used for increases the ambiguity of the intent inference, making the inference less reliable to use outright. The dependence of the motion constraints on the physical robot structure requires robot-specific grasp models to be created, which can differ from humans due to the physical discrepancy. These unique challenges in telemanipulation need to be specifically addressed in order to make telemanipulation entirely viable.
Current research efforts have shown using intent in target approaching tasks, by observing operator's motion trajectory, have been successful in providing motion. The approaches to infer human intent for tasks such as target approaching tasks have been thoroughly investigated. However, the object manipulation task after approaching is essential, but has not received enough research attention. It is essential because it is about empowering the robot with context to carry out the goal of the grasp. Although a grasp may be successful (e.g., firm grasp, stable grasp), it may not be appropriate given the context of the situation. For instance, handing someone a cup can have different appropriate grasps although the same overarching goal of handover is successful. If the person receiving the cup wishes to drink from it then the robot agent should refrain from touching where the person would drink, while if the person wishes to clean it, it may not matter where the robot grasps the cup.
Despite this essentiality, intent-based telemanipulation is inherently challenging due to the task ambiguity and hand structure dependency as introduced previously. The difficulties of using intent-based assistance become exaggerated further when operators need to do fine-tuned motion due to the indirect control-disembodiment problemand physical discrepancy between a robot and human hand. The fine subtle motion helps provide high level context to the reason for manipulation; assistance is necessary in the face of these difficulties. These subtleties in motion for object manipulation are difficult to replicate with robotic hands due to issues with physical discrepancy. For example, these subtle differences are critical to ensure the success of the task such as 1) a "drinking" task requires sufficient room on the top and grasping poses may dominate the handle, 2) a "transfer to another location" task requires sufficient room on the bottom to place the object safely, and 3) a "handover" task requires sufficient room for another person to grab which tends to create a finger dominated grasp. Successfully manipulating an object requires fine motion adjustments-additional motion constraints for task success approaching the object at a specific angle or particular part, and applying the force in a particular manner. All of which differ depending on the physical properties of the hand structure. Due to the difference in hand structures, provided motion assistance from the robot may surprise the user with inappropriate movement (e.g., robot generate grasp pose only considering accomplishing the inferred task without considering accommodation of human inputs), reducing the feeling of being in control of the entire system and thus increasing the human operator's mental burden. Inappropriately controlling a robot in practical scenarios for grasping may also bring the human operator extra physical workload to fine tune the grasp pose to meet the task constraints. Thus, a strategy which balances the human intent and actions and the robot's own understanding of how to complete the task is not only necessary, but also imperative.
Contributions
There has been a thorough investigation into autonomous grasp modeling including considerations of necessary inputs and what criteria makes a successful grasping pose. There has also been research in how to obtain manipulation intent inference from different input features from a human. Our contributions do not focus on modeling autonomous robot grasping, nor on how to obtain human intent, rather the critical formulation of intent-based shared control for telemanipulation. Consequently, our work allows designers the flexibility to use their own grasping models and inputs within our framework. A primary focal point of this work is to present a control framework which benefits human perception of a successful teleoperated object manipulation rather than finding an optimal grasping configuration for a set task. This is a necessary paradigm shift as robotics integrate further in the work environment of everyday people. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. Intent-based planners for telemanipulation. We introduce an intent-based planner for the robot to generate grasp motion assistance toward achieving the inferred user's intent. In addition, we introduce an intentaware planner to handle ambiguous intent inference. Given intent inference probability input, the planner interprets ambiguity levels of human intent, and then generates an intent-based grasp with the consideration of this ambiguity level. Additionally, this formulation is created in the context of a shared control problem. 2. Considerations to improve the intent-based planners' perception of following. By considering the domain of telemanipulation where human inputs (hand motion) are considered, we have created a general formulation which considers both achieving the intended task and following the operator's motion inputs. The formulation follows the intent-based planner and adds additional elastic constraints based on the importance of controllable features (the features and their importance are introduced in section 3). 3. Generalization for common features. The physical discrepancy issue is necessary to address for different hand structures-which leads to different task constraints-in order to satisfy the goal. To combat the difference in the necessary task constraints between the operator and robot, we need to evaluate common features between their respective structures, thus generating an importance level for the robot to violate constraints to satisfy the goal. We present a method to quantitatively determine the difference between two separate hand structures. This method is used for selection or treated as a penalty for the constraints implemented. We have extended this to be generalized for different types of hand structures and robot endeffectors.
Overall, the work presented in this paper enable robotassisted telemanipulation in which the robot proactively provides grasping motion assistance to achieve the operator's intended task with the intended approach and at the same time autonomously regulate its own motion to retain the operator's feeling of controlling the robot. The correct balance between following the operator's intended actions and the actions of the autonomous motion need regulation to ensure task success, yet maintain the human feeling in control. The contributions of this paper allow the robot to use its own knowledge to assist the human operator with the appropriate level to improve team performance and form a good partnership. Our formulations and process later discussed are referred to as KNowledge Intent Transparent Robot Optimization (KNITRO).
Related Work
Conventional object telemanipulation is a pure master-slave strategy (Leeper et al. (2012) ; Corteville et al. (2007) ; Losey and O Malley (2018) ; Hirche and Buss (2012) ) which relies on the operator's tedious fine motion tuning to overcome the physical discrepancy issue between the operator hand and the robot hand and to satisfy the subtle motion constraints for task success. This tedious master-slave strategy for complex telemanipulation brings the operator huge physical workload and mental burden, leading to task failure and user frustration. Current assistance in grasping do not use intentbased methods-nor the more needed manipulation intentrather the current field has provided limited approaches in how to provide the assistance for firmly grasping an object without considering the context of the intended task. Shared control has difficulties to readily adapt to the grasping and object manipulation domain. Current assistance with (semi-)autonomous agents has focused on approaching/reaching tasks in teleoperation (Khoramshahi and Billard (2018) ; Michelman and Allen (2002) ; Kaupp et al. (2010) ; Mulling et al. (2015) ), however, it is not sufficient to satisfy the tele-grasping and telemanipulation of objects. The methods to provide assistance in approaching-yet may not work as well in grasping scenarios-include envelope motion constraints (Abbott et al. (2007) ; Webb et al. (2016) ), manually selective assistance levels (Feygin et al. (2002) ; Li and Okamura (2003) ), and shared control policies such as linear blending (Aarno et al. (2005) ; Dragan and Srinivasa (2013) ). Linear blending strategies may not entirely work as the motion constraints from the manual operator's perspective and the fully autonomous perspective may differ. Alternatively, intentbased shared control has shown promise and improvement in approaching tasks by placing the burden of task completion on the autonomous system. These approaches in providing assistance work for approaching because there is no need to be concerned with the physical discrepancy, largely ignore fine motion constraints, and no additional modeling requirements. Therefore, these methods used in approaching tasks may be ill-suited for grasping tasks for task success.
Task success is considered a higher-level goal than grasp success. A grasp can be considered successful based on criteria for grasp stability and contact pressure (Huebner (2012) ; Cutkosky (1989) ; Quispe et al. (2016) ), however, just because a grasp is successful does not mean it is appropriate. For instance, if one were to be at a tea party where it is socially acceptable to drink in a particular manner, others may be confused if you do not conform to their style. There may be many ways you could successfully grab a teacup to drink; however, it would result in a task failure if others do not perceive it as appropriate. Thus, one can think of task success as applying context for a grasp success. Within the same vein of task success for grasping, additional robot models (dependent on hand structures) are needed to successfully achieve the task. Especially, in shared control techniques for teleoperation, this task-level "style" or "planning" is determined by the human operator. The physical discrepancy in end-effector design requires different poses to be generated from grasp models. For instance, the poses generated using the same intent inference for a twofinger robot and five-finger robot may be totally different from a human pose to achieve the same intent.
Additionally, in a teleoperation scenario, the robot specific task constraints may differ from the human task constraints to accomplish the task. Along this line, the robot specific task models (intent inference only) may conflict with human input commands as shown in Fig. 1 . Although the poses could be drastically different from the human input motion, yet subtle common constraints exist which can be exploited for task success. For example, when transferring a cup to another location the human may want to grasp it from the body, while the robot grabs it from the top, both of which fundamentally leave enough room on the bottom to place the cup. This is especially true of object manipulation as common grasp configurations may be able to solve multiple tasks because in practical scenarios where uncertainty and ambiguity exist, situations cannot be entirely disambiguated. The robot agent should instead understand and apply common task constraints which are satisfiable between the two agents. This will lead to the robot following the human if possible and applying correction to ensure the task success as shown in the bottom right of Fig. 2 . The necessary tradeoff between the mimicking the human motion, and using intent based methods needs to be explored.
Methods

Feature Sets for Grasp Configuration
Within the grasp configuration feature space exist three core distinct groups. The first are characteristic parameters, or the features which cannot be changed as they describe physical attributes of the hand structure such as size or number of fingers. The second are model parameters, which are constant target values which implicitly direct the goal such as task intent, interaction object, or tuning parameters. Lastly, there are control variables, which explicitly and directly dictate not only the goal, but how to accomplish the task such as end effector pose or provided force.
Effective descriptors are needed to represent a grasp pose, where these are traditionally broken down into three distinct categories of robot attributes, object attributes, and task attributes. Features which pertain to the robot, R i , contain both physical attributes/characteristic parameters and control variables. Physical robot attributes, a subset of R i , are considered to be degrees of freedom, size, carrying capacity, and end effector type. Object attributes, O i , are considered the type of object, affordance, size, geometry and location. Task attributes T k , normally describe the task to be done, for instance grab a cup to drink, to transfer, or to handover. However, these descriptors are only characteristic parameters of hand structures and the overall system, or the Figure 2. Teleoperation procedure using human hand features and intent inference to control a robot arm. The output grasp configurations are different ways to control the robot and may result in varying degrees of predictable success. Where the intent only approach is purely focused on how well to accomplish the task (i.e., transfer in this sample). Likewise the mimic grasp is focused on being identical to the operator's pose which requires the operator's fine motion tuning to make the robot pose appropriate. The KNITRO allows the robot to understand constraints of grasping the side of the cup with appropiate subtle features to ensure task success (i.e., leave the bottom area of the cup open for transfer).
model parameters, and are not control variables for how to perform the grasp. Although the characteristic parameters do implicitly impact control variables, the control variables explicitly and directly dictate, not only the goal, but how to accomplish the task. Exemplary control variables include end effector pose, gripping strength, and contact points, which also belong to another subset of R i .
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will denote the control variables by R i where i is the index of the features because we infer the physical robot attributes which are a subset of R i are held constant. The control variables identified for simplicity in this paper include end effector position and orientation, as well as how much each finger is open close on a scale of 0 to 1, where 1 is fully closed and 0 is fully open. All data for the robot model will be denoted with R which comprises of possible R i configurations. Likewise, the human hand inputs are H i and where the total H i configurations create a human model, H. Therefore, there exists two separate grasp models. Additionally, the different task intent inferences, which represent the task attributes needed to be fulfilled, are T k where k is each unique combination of tasks, where for simplicity, O i have already been accounted for in T k . This is the human intent inference which is further discussed in section 3.3. Each R i vector in R, produces a probability for each task k which is denoted as P k (R). This is the probability the robot believes it has satisfied task k. Lastly, within R-the robot knowledge base-there are model parameters for upper and lower bounds to each feature, U i and L i respectively, which the robot must adhere to such as physical limits of end effector position or joint angles, or force provided. Now with the characteristic parameters, model parameters, and control variables defined, the interaction among them can be discussed in the following sections. Methods of modeling the model parameters and the control variables for grasping include creating Bayesian Networks (Song et al. (2011 (Song et al. ( , 2010 ), for simplicity of demonstrating techniques in this paper, a Nave Bayes model was created where an assumption is each feature is independent and together form a multivariate normal distribution. The distribution is used to quantify how much each task, P k (R), is satisfied by the current robot features, R i .
Shared Control Framework in Telemanipulation
In the following sections we will discuss three different formulations for different instances of controlling a robot manipulator including, intent-based strategies, motion-based strategies, and KNITRO strategy in more detail. However, the overall approach for each instance follows a general trend (shown in Fig. 2) where a human operator performs a grasp with features H i for a specific task, T k , which can be inferred using the human grasp model and translated to robot motion, R i . To obtain T k is further discussed in the next section.
From Fig. 2 , it demonstrates the principles of what could occur for each formulation. Each formulation exploits different amounts of information about the operator and robot domain knowledge which can potentially lead to drastic differences in the grasping approach. For instance, if the mapping is imperfect between the operator and robot then Figure 3 . A representation of the shared control spectrum and where potential grasp poses could exist depending on the level of authority or autonomy the robot is allowed. Effectively, the mimic strategies lead to more teleoperated or full user control, while intent based strategies fall more along the lines of fully automated. The importance is the user may have a more preferred option in the middle of these two extremes which is intuitive to their expectations, which the KNITRO approach aims to achieve.
unsuccessful grasps could occur in the mimic formulationwhere the robot ignores its own domain knowledge but follows the exact motion constraints observed from the human operator, causing grasp failure and requiring an amount of fine motion tuning to correct the grasp configuration. However, in the intent only formulation, the robot may successfully locate and grasp the cup, but may do so in an unintuitive manner-where the robot only takes the inferred task as its input and then considers its own domain knowledge for grasp configuration generation, in which the robot grasps the top of the cup to maximize the success of the inferred transfer task. Thus, there exists a trade off between balancing the intuitive human motion following and task success assistance, where the KNITRO formulation can accommodate both domain knowledge bases. A more general sense of these behaviors are shown in Fig. 3 . Where if we consider shared control a spectrum from teleoperation (fully controlling the robot) to complete autonomy, we see different potential grasp configurations-some successfully do grasp the cup and others do not-which the operator may have a particular view on which is most successful. This overall preference can be brought to the robot optimization, to have the viewer perceive the robot is listening while also performing a grasp it deems more reliable. The KNITRO approach allows for movement along the spectrum, where the mimic and intent based approaches lie more in the extremes.
Algorithmically, a general cartoon showing how these different strategies interact with the robot knowledge base can be seen in Fig. 4 . The intent strategy, focuses solely on the inferred task and does not consider how the human may want the task done. In essence, the robot relies on its own understanding on how to achieve the task. While the mimic strategy relies on the human user for all control variables. This formulation represents current practices in the field of teleoperation where an operator must assume all control of the system and the robot does not use its own knowledge. The last strategy attempts to utilize the intent inference and motion commands to mimic that of the human within its own domain knowledge. The far left shows how the intent only strategy ignores the human motion input and can achieve the optimal grasp for the robot. The middle shows an infeasible solution can occur with the current robot model, thus unsure if it succeeds in task completion. The far right shows how the method can locate a suboptimal configuration in terms of task accomplishment, but it aligns more with a human input.
With Fig. 4 , it is shown the intent strategy and the KNITRO strategy achieve solutions while it is not guaranteed mimicking the human motion will be a feasible solution. The intent strategy can achieve a global solution in terms of task accomplishment while the other two methods are not guaranteed to do this. The intent strategy may not align with the operator in control variables so it may be less predictable thus feels less responsive. However, if the robot is forced to mimic the operator, the onus or burden of doing fine motion movements for manipulation may result in frustration as the operator learns how perform these acts with the specific robot. To combat both of these issues, the KNITRO strategy allows the robot to appear to be listening to the operator, while also doing fine adjustments which best suit it for completing the task.
In the next three sections we formulate the three separate strategies from Fig. 4 and demonstrate how they are built off of one another, as well as discuss possible issues which may occur.
Intent-based Shared Control Formulation
The intent-based formulation includes what the robot system inherently understands from its grasping model without consideration of the human motion. This, in essence, means the robot only considers the end goal from the operator and solely determines the best way on how to accomplish the task. The model only considers its own domain knowledge in accomplishing the task regardless of how the user may want to accomplish the task. This type of formulation can help deal with intent ambiguity which is helpful to combat noisy input data or inference modeling uncertainty. In (Bowman et al. (2019) ) we have validated the idea of disambiguation through a notion of intent descriptor vectors, where the primary focus is to present an approach for robots to understand the human intent of a task. However, intent descriptors have not been used in the context of the shared control mechanisms nor formulated in a readily usable manner. Thus, the following is an overview of intentdescriptors and how they should be applied in not only a controls framework, but rather in the more challenging shared control domain. Additionally, we do not primarily focus on the mechanisms which determine good descriptors or differing ambiguity levels.
The intent-based shared control formulation can be represented by the formulation and control diagram in Fig.  5 . The formulation represents how the planning block use the different components. The possible R i are bounded and attempt to minimize the difference between the human intent inference and the robot probability for each task. The formulation does not explicitly use the human input features to dictate the robot's behaviors thus the R i may not correspond with the H i , yet still could achieve an objective value which is equal to the user's intentions. In other words, it may be able to accomplish the same intended task yet accomplish it differently.
In order to formulate the objective function for the intentbased shared control formulation, we first must establish the manipulation intent inference where we have three principle tasks, w m , for grasping a cup where m are three unique tasks: 1) using, or drinking from the cup, 2) transferring the cup to another location, and 3) handing the cup over to another agent. To obtain the intent for each w m , independent data-driven classification models-Neural Networks ; Burgard et al. (2015) ), Bayesian Networks ; Hatakeya and Furuta (2003) ), or Support Vector Machines ; Park et al. (2016) )are developed from H which produce probability of each principle task from H i . By stacking these probabilities together, a 3x1 vector is obtained where we can begin the development of a better descriptor vector. Since each classification model is obtained independently, it is not necessary for the total probability to equal one. For instance, in the remainder of the section assume the manipulation intent vector is of [0.8,0.3,0.78]. In this instance, the w 1 (the usage/drinking task) and w 3 (the handover task) are almost identical to one another. There exists two forms of uncertainty, one from the human input, and another from the modeling process, thus it is critical to deal with this ambiguity by developing a descriptor vector. We establish the better descriptor or target probability vector, T k , by the following equation to combine the manipulation intent inference and reduce the ambiguity. Where P(w) is the probability of the intent inference for the principle tasks (i.e. drinking, transfer, and handover), and Y is a subset of the powerset of all combinations of the task, ψ(m).
This results in T k being of size 2 m (in our example it is of size 8x1) because we account for overlap among multiple tasks. This is the equation which describes each combination of the principle tasks as either true or false. From the example w m vector, we would see the first case is to see if the manipulation intent is "usage only". This would result in T 1 = 0.8(1 − 0.3)(1 − 0.78) = 0.1232. Likewise, if the event were to satisfy all tasks, we would achieve T 7 = 0.8(0.3)(0.78) = 0.1872. Upon calculating all possible combinations, this is treated as a reference the robot should attempt to match. The robot planner also needs to produce its own probability vector of satisfying the intent inference distribution, where for simplicity is based on the Naive Bayes robot model (R). To produce the robot probability vector, P k (R), with a given R i for R, the following two equations can be used where µ k is the average value for task k, Σ k is the covariance matrix for task k, and x is the current R i . It should be noted to obtain µ k and Σ k we rely on the dataset for R. In 2, d refers to the length of the feature vector x.
By building the robot model in this manner, the robot can understand grasping features within its own knowledge which can satisfy the different combinations of tasks. For instance, a single grasp can be used for both the drinking and handover of a cup. Further, we can take advantage of common grasp poses to satisfy the ambiguous manipulation intent (w m ). Upon developing the target probability vector and the robot probability vector, the objective function can minimize the difference.
Lastly, the necessary constraints do not consider the human motion input H i in its criteria of generating a robot pose therefore there is no constraint adhering to the human motion. The only constraints it follows are the bounds of the knowledge base in the grasping model as shown by the equation below.
The robot model only knows about certain bounds or limits which to keep each R i . These constraints are used for two purposes, 1) to bound the problem and help the grasp planning process, and 2) to prevent external harm to the robot and the environment. In the next two sections we consider adding in the H i constraints.
Mimic Formulation
In a strict case, a user may want the robot to mimic their motion(i.e teleoperation), however, as previously discussed this may cause unintended errors. However, to achieve this, constraints can be added to the intent-based formulation. The motion constraints can be explicitly dictated by adding the following set of equations:
This gives the operator full control of all features of the robot. The new constraints added to the control diagram(shown in Fig. 6 ) ensure the robot follows the human exactly.
As motion constraints may lay outside the bounds of the robot knowledge ( Fig. 4 mimic strategy) , an infeasible solution may occur where the robot may not be able to determine which task it is supposed to satisfy along with potential of the robot thinking it is satisfying the incorrect task. This approach can also potentially leave the operator frustrated as the onus is on them to determine the differences and similarities between their own inputs and the robot hand. Due to the hard constraint of mimicking the human, the robot does not attempt to use its own domain knowledge to explore a better alternative. However, adding the motion constraints tells the robot agent how the operator would like the task to be accomplished and this is a necessary consideration to increase the assistance the robot provides. These constraints can be altered where the planner can better utilize the purpose of the constraints, which is discussed in the next section.
KNITRO Formulation
Formulation Strategy Alternatively, the robot should consider certain features to adhere to while also using its own knowledge to determine the best configuration to satisfy the task. By having an agent understand the relative differences between its own knowledge of characteristic parameters and control variables to another allows both systems to accommodate their own behaviors. This means, instead of forcing the operator to understand the robot's actions, we have the robot understand the human motion and pair this with the intent inference. Therefore the robot is using its own knowledge to determine what are important constraints to follow and which are relatively less important. This is done by turning 6 into elastic constraints and adding a penalty term to them as shown in the equation below:
The new components added to the control system( Fig. 7 ) allow the robot to understand which features are common between itself and the human operator as well as how similar are these features. The formulation results in making the mimic constraint from the previous formulation in the objective function to act as an elastic constraint which allows the robot to bend the rules on mimicking the human. The weights, γ, and λ i determine the similarity of the the human input features to those known by the robot to determine the amount of importance they should have in the final grasp configurations. The control diagram must determine the common features and the corresponding weights used for the elastic motion constraints. If both the human and robot features are near identical then the weights (γ, λ i ) approach 0 thus the overall weighted terms approach ∞. When the penalty terms becomes dominant (approaches ∞), the formulation begins to follow the mimic formulation where the user has full control over the robot. On the other hand, if the hands diverge and differ completely from one another, the weighted term goes to 0. This makes the intent matching aspect of the objective function dominant where it would resemble the intent formulation.
Determining Weights Determining appropriate weights for common features is a two-fold process where not only common features are needed to be determined, but the degree in which the features are restricted. A way to analyze the similarity is to use Kullback-Liebler(KL) divergence (Hershey and Olsen (2007) ). The goal of this divergence is to be able to determine how different two populations of data are from one another. For this to work, we assume one population is the true population, and the other is the inference to see how well we can use one to predict the other. However, two populations of data, may be diverge from one another differently. For instance, if a large population contains a subset population, being able to predict the large population from the subset may be easier than determining what the subset does given the larger population. Fig.  8 shows the general trend on how similarity using KL divergence works. Standard notation for KL divergence is KL (true population || inference population).
In order to determine the commonalities between two populations of features, λ i , and the entire hand configuration, γ, the KL divergence is used. The goal is to analyze the difference between the different hand structures. Since all the grasp models created are assumed to be multivariate normal distributions, each feature is univariate normally distributed. Thus, each population contains a mean, µ Hi and µ Ri , and a standard deviation, σ Hi and σ Ri . Additionally, we must consider which is the true distribution and the other we infer the true one with. The true distribution should be the one which is directly interacting with the object and performing the task, thus, in this case, is the robot. This means the human hand structure is used to infer the robot hand. Thus, the KL divergence between the same feature from two separate populations (two different hand structures) can be defined as the following comparison between two univariate normal distributions.
Where λ i are bounded from [0, ∞] where 0 means there is no divergence, meaning the two populations are identical while infinity would mean they are completely different. This can be used to our advantage to determine the level of importance for each grasping feature between two separate hand configurations. Additionally, the multivariate normal distribution between two populations can be used to determine the overall divergence between hand configurations:
Where d, is once again, the length of the feature vector R i and where γ, is also bounded from [0, ∞]. Although these equations are specifically used for normally distributed variables, there are also known configurations for other distributions which may also prove to be effective for a more complex system.
Hypothesis Development
From the formulations described we acknowledge and address the following exploratory and design questions:
Methods emphasizing intent inference (intent strategy)
should outperform those which do not(mimic strategy) regarding perceived task completion. 2. Methods emphasizing following a human motion (mimic strategy) should outperform those which do not(intent strategy) regarding perceived human following. 3. Intent-based strategies are favored over pure teleoperation strategies. 4. More complex hand structures are more similar to simple structures, but not vice versa. Thus, it is easier for simpler hands to "listen" to complex ones compared to the alternative.
The rationale for each of these has been discussed throughout this paper, however, a quick summary is as follows. The goal of intent-based control is to relieve the burden of the operator by giving the robot its own knowledge to rely on to accomplish a task. Methods which give the user more control (i.e. teleoperated only methods) of the robot's actions fundamentally should appear to listen to the user over methods which exhibit some level of autonomy. Robots providing assistance should be seen as helpful and less frustrating, thus the goal should be to improve upon teleoperation. Lastly, the issue of physical discrepancy between different hand structures needs to be addressed, and it is believed more complex structures have an easier time adjusting to simpler structures than the converse.
Experiment Results
Experimental Setup
There are two distinct groups: the operators and the evaluators. For consistency, three operators-well versed in controlling the MICO robot through teleoperation-were asked to grasp a cup multiple times to create a data set of 54 grasps across three separate principle tasks for a cup. These principle tasks include moving a cup to another location (transfer), handing the cup to another person (handover), and drinking from the cup (usage). The operators were told which task to perform, but they were free to grasp in their preferred way for each given task. To focus on investigating the approach as a shared control formulation, we assume clean intent inference without intent ambiguity among tasks. However, the strategies introduced were designed to handle ambiguous intent inference due to the intent disambiguation descriptors. The initial grasp configurations and the manipulation intent were then input into each formulation to generate final robot grasp configurations using Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) techniques (Nocedal and Wright (2006) ). The operator's hand motion was then displayed on a screen with the target task next to the three final robot grasp configurations. The evaluators were asked to rank the three separate strategies for three separate criteria including: 1) task completion only, 2) human following only, and 3) overall preference. The evaluators were not informed how any of the strategies from Section 3 behaved, nor were they explicitly marked with formulation names. They were given a brief introduction to the abilities and limits of the MICO arm to ensure realistic expectations of the system. No evaluator was an operator of the robot, simply an observer of the operator and the robot. This is to ensure a fair comparison where the evaluators can see three potential grasp poses at one time instead of trying to recall each assistance strategy to compare against. In total, 1080 trials across 20 evaluators were collected.
Additionally, a comparison across common robot hand structures was investigated to see if a general trend in commonalities could be discovered for generalizing our approach to a variety of robot hand structures. This was done by comparing overall KL divergence, γ, between different hand structures. Figure 9 . Perceived task completion across 20 subjects where the trend shows the intent strategy is the best performer, followed by the KNITRO strategy, and last by the mimic strategy. This trend is expected and aligns with intent methods being better at completing tasks.
Experimental Results
The evaluators were asked to evaluate three separate criteria, perceived task completion by the robot, the perceived following of the operator, and their overall preference. The perceived task completion (shown in Fig. 9 ) trend holds that people feel the robot completes the intended task most clearly with the intent only strategy, compared to the other two methods. This is shown by the general shape of the downward curve (617 first choices, 365 second choices and 98 third choices). The mimic strategy does show that it can at points be exceptionally great, yet a majority of the time it does not complete the task. The first choice (230) is higher than the second choice (158) which shows it does have the capacity to appear the best or at least competitive at perceived task success, yet the third choice (692) shows it is strongly unfavorable in task completion. Where the KNITRO strategy can fill the void of being better at the perceived task completion than that of the mimic strategy. Expectedly, the KNITRO strategy is a mix of the two ideologies and evaluators appear to express the same sentiment by having it rated as the highest second choice count (557). Despite the high amount of second choices, the first choice (233) is still competitive with the mimic strategy. Lastly, the third choice (290) is in the middle of the two other approaches.
Next, the perceived human following (Fig. 10 ) aspect also shows a trend which is partially expected, where the most picked first choice is the mimic strategy. The general shape has a higher first choice (455) and third choice (383) with a lower second choice count (242). The higher third choice count could be due to the evaluators feeling the mimicking grasp the robot was attempting was unnatural, and off putting due to finger placement. Following is the KNITRO strategy with similar number of first (397) and second choices (430), while having the lowest number of third choices (253). The similar first and second choices could be due to the evaluators looking at more important features to accomplish the tasks such as the palm direction instead of smaller features such as finger placement. Finally, the intent strategy has the reverse trend and shape of the perceived task completion with a low first choice (228), higher second (408), and third choices (444). This is expected as the intent strategy does not follow Figure 10 . Perceived human following across 20 subjects. The trend shows the intent only strategy performs the worst of the three. While the mimic strategy appears to be volatile in doing extremely well or extremely poorly. This is most likely due to the evaluators viewing the robot as following the intended action instead of following the motion. The KNITRO strategy appears to be less volatile and does better at following the person.
the operator on how to accomplish the task and may choose a more well-suited manner to accomplish the task. It does appear the KNITRO and the intent strategy are near similar for the second choice. The KNITRO strategy sacrifices some of the ability to follow an operator in order to accommodate its own hand structure. Along with this, the intent strategy implicitly follows the operator when the operator motion aligns with the robot model rules.
Lastly, we have the subjective ranking from the evaluators (Fig. 11 ). It appears evaluators preferred the intent strategy over the other strategies with a trend that is near identical to the perceived task completion. This means the intent only strategy has a high first choice (549) and relatively high second choice (415) and a low third choice (116). It also shows for certain trials people either really like or extremely dislike the mimic strategy. This is evident by the low number of second choices (150) with a higher number of first choices (284) and the highest number of third choices (646). The KNITRO strategy appears to be in the middle with the highest number of second choices (555) and second most third choices (318), yet it held the lowest first choices (247). The intent strategy appears to be the favorite, and the KNITRO strategy is in between both extremes. Pairing Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 appears to imply people care more about the robot completing the task over mimicking the action. It also shows the volatility of the mimic approach, for when the mimic is just off enough, it can make people extremely dislike it. It demonstrates the intent strategy is the most preferred strategy and the KNITRO strategy is in the middle. The preference trend seen is surprising, where it shares the same trend as the perceived task completion. Future work should be dedicated in understanding what mechanisms make individuals have stronger preferences (i.e. which grasping features have higher impact on the preference) and understand the fundamental underlying components which make up the preference. This, ultimately, will help designers provide even better intent-based control strategies for robotic assistance. Individual tasks have also been analyzed to determine if the overall results hold true across the different tasks. The perceived task completion for Figure 11 . Preference of the evaluators across 20 subjects. This trend shows the intent only strategy is favored with the KNITRO following and lastly the mimic strategy. This trend closely resembles that of the perceived task completion, which may indicate people prefer task completion over following.
each task is shown in the supplementary material Figs. 13-15, where the overall trend is held for each task. The results of which show the intentions or ambiguity of completing a task, appear independent of the task.
Along with human evaluation, we also analyzed the overall similarity values between different hand structures by calculating the KL divergence values. The values generated in Table 1 are not look up values, rather a validation of our method to show the trend of similarity between hand structures. Since KL(P ||Q) = KL(Q||P ), the row indicates P, while the column indicates Q. In a robotics context, agent P will attempt to perform an action based on agent Q's input, where the divergence value associates how similar the models are to one another. The off-diagonal terms do not necessarily need to be equal. For instance, when P= two-finger gripper and Q= three-finger gripper the similarity is (52.66) and vice versa is (1.18x10 6 ). This signifies it is easier for the two-finger gripper model to learn from the three-finger model. Additionally, this table should only be read by comparing columns for a single row. For example, when P= two-finger gripper, where three potential models for Q exist. Of the three potential candidates for Q, we see the three-finger gripper (52.66) is the most similar, while the human hand (1.79x10 3 ) and five-finger gripper (9.85x10 3 ) are orders of magnitude less similar. These differences could be due to several factors such as the characteristic parameters (size, shape, and number of fingers) as well as grasping configurations (palm orientation, finger contact, and force). The rows can be thought of the hand structure performing the task and the columns are the hand structure providing input on how to complete it. In this instance, the values obtained are only for a single task of transferring a cup, although the trend holds for other tasks. The three operators'-discussed in the previous section-hand data was used to create a human hand model.
In Table 1 it shows how a robot with two fingers is quite different compared to a human hand, and the more fingers a robot has the more similar it represents a human hand. It is also interesting to identify how a more complex hand structure is more similar to a relatively simple hand structure unlike the converse case. For instance, the one in is most similar to the five-finger robot hand, while the three-finger gripper (1.14x10 5 ) and the two finger gripper (9.0x10 5 ) are more divergent.
Discussion
Hypothesis Confirmation
From the previous section we can determine the validity of the hypotheses. By looking at Fig. 9 , by observing the first and second choice columns, the intent strategy and KNITRO strategy both outperform the mimic one. Within the supplementary material this trend holds across all tasks further supporting the hypothesis intent-based approaches are better at perceived task completion. It also shows that the KNITRO strategy, which sacrifices task success for human following, also lags behind the intent only strategy. Along with this it shows there does exist a gradient in which the degree of intent used in strategies does play a factor perceived task completion.
The overall trend for perceived following holds a trend that is not as intuitive. Interestingly, the KNITRO strategy appears to do slightly better than the mimic approach, although both do outperform the intent strategy. This could be due to a few reasons: 1) the evaluators did not like how the operators had to control the robot features, where these were seen as unnatural actions, or, alternatively, 2) the KNITRO strategy only adjusts less transparent or common features thanks to the elastic constraints so people ignore the minor changes. Regardless, pure intent strategies do not perform as well as strategies which listen to the human inputs. The intent strategy also has implicit following which can feel natural for people since the model is built by human expert rules to simulate natural grasping for tasks. This bolsters the intent strategy for certain actions where a human may have a similar approach to accomplishing a task.
The results lead to a strong inclination that intent strategies are preferred over direct teleoperated ones as shown in the overall preference rankings in Fig. 11 -further validated by the individual tasks in the supplementary material. These plots surprisingly almost align exactly to the perceived task completion plots. No generalities should be drawn from these plots; however, it does show plausibility and validity for research to focus on intent-based control methods. The promise of the improved preference demonstrates people prefer assistance, albeit subtle or aggressive in its nature.
The structure analysis is a bit harder to outright determine, yet the trend does exist where it is easier for a more complex structure to relate to a simpler one, rather than vice versa. The easiest way to observe this to compare off diagonal terms of matrix, specifically comparing rows. For instance, when trying to predict the two-finger model(second row) based on the different models, the three-finger model is an order of magnitude smaller(52.66) compared to the human hand(1.79x10 3 ) or the five finger manipulator(9.85x10 3 ). Moreover, the two-finger model does not do well when used as the predictor(second column) for any of the configurations. Although others attempt to disambiguate and use separate models depending on the disambiguated task, we do not believe it is possible to always perform these types of methods for all situations. In ), they attempt to disambiguate the target object out of a set of objects with discrete states for approaching tasks, however, this discretization does not exist in grasping. The strategies presented in our paper are used to deal with ambiguity from human operators to robot systems since this ambiguity is inherent and present in a majority of practical scenarios. Thus, the burden of dealing with the uncertainty from the human input and the robot environment is placed on the robot instead of the human. The robot implicitly must achieve two criteria, 1) complete the inferred task from the person, and 2) display legibility to the operator so that he or she knows what task it is accomplishing. This naturally forms a shared control problem. Our approach essentially does arbitration by considering physical discrepancy where a visual of this can be seen in Fig. 12 . The intent, mimic, and KNITRO strategies attempt to achieve both goals to determine what people prefer from robotic assistant systems. The method should theoretically carry the highest level of legibility to the operator as it strictly/explicitly follows the person, however, this makes the method extremely volatile to task success as it requires a well experienced operator to ensure the task is successful despite not fully understanding the robot environment. This is where the other two approaches may outperform the mimic strategy, since the level of assistance is increased. The intent strategy is a form of the KNITRO strategy in the sense that an inherent level of legibility exists with the strategy. However, the level of legibility is different as it is implicit due to the rules it tries to follow from a human designer, rather than the more explicit approach of the KNITRO or mimic methods. It is possible the intent and KNITRO approaches do show similar responses when the desired human approach aligns with the rules which the robot model knows and attempts to follow. The KNITRO strategy is designed to objectively make a compromise between the tradeoffs of both the intent and mimic strategies to reduce the mental workload of the user. Additionally, the KNITRO formulation is generalizable in the sense where now a formal framework has been introduced, other potential methods exist in determining the weighting scheme to create desired behaviors. For instance, the weighting scheme can be designed based on the dependence of different hand structures, or even be fixed weights to force a robot to learn the way an operator wants to complete a task.
Strategy Legibility and Task Completion
In this paper we used a common object with simple interaction rules to analyze the methods, where we see the clear expected trend. However, these trends we observe could change depending on the irregular handling of a shape (maybe the operator would rely more heavily on the assistance of the robot), or a higher stakes task such as surgery (where users may want more control from the system). However, overall the approach used in this paper sufficiently shows the methods being used, and general expected trends when implementing these strategies in practical scenarios.
Hand Structure Similarity
Although the trends show the commonality of complex hand structures to simple structures and the converse do follow the expectations, it should be used with caution because the similarities depend upon data for structure similarity. For instance, if a small subset of human hands are used which only consist of adult hands, the λ i and γ may not be accurate if the system is used by children. This is also extended to different robot manipulators which may differ in size or any feature such as with or without force feedback, or independently closing fingers. There are also other limitations of the above strategy, where the features sets for both hand structures need to be the same for a fair comparison (you should only compare the similarity between the same features for two separate structures otherwise this cross-comparison would be meaningless). Lastly, two separate structures may have differing fundamental distributions for a single feature where it may be necessary to do further KL divergence analysis to see how well these different distributions actually interact and rely on each other.
Formulation Recommendation
Each strategy does have its own benefits and drawbacks as they may outperform one another regarding different criteria of task completion and perceived following of the operator. However, the general trend shows the people tested in this experiment were more task oriented, where they favored the robot completing the task rather than listening to the operator. This finding is crucial to the field of teleoperation where it implies people may prefer the assistance of the robot when it is provided. However, these results are not entirely indicative of the truth because the intent strategy inherently or implicitly is legible in its actions because it is designed by rule-based methods from a human designer. The intent strategy, however, does not allow the robot to listen to particulars of how the operator wants a task completed. Additionally, it is possible the human operator nearlyaligns with the optimal robot solution, where the KNITRO and mimic strategies may nearly be identical to the intent strategy. Although setting up the mimic strategy is more demanding and impractical, as it requires a perfect mapping for a human to robot, an in-depth understanding of the robot's environment, and puts too much of the burden on a human operator to ensure the success of the task. The burden being placed on the human may to be too substantial to overcome and result in frustration if slight uncertainty occurs in the system. The KNITRO strategy can help overcome the mapping uncertainty just as the intent strategy (since it mainly relies on the robot knowledge), while still appearing to respond to the operator. This has potential to improve transparency, and comfort of the operator because the system appears more responsive. Overall, we believe the results indicate that an intent-based strategy is a better choice than strictly using teleoperation, where if it is necessary to follow a human action KNITRO may be more preferred.
Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a formulation which can handle both manipulation intent and human grasp input, compared three separate approaches for teleoperation, and analyze human subjective response to these styles of control. We have also introduced an objective way to analyze the weighting scheme of robot structures. Additionally, we have a strong inclination that people prefer robotic systems complete tasks compared to mimicking every motion. This is essential for future work in teleoperation as remote users may want tasks to be considered in certain manners. Future work would be to extend this similar formulation into other domains such as robots learning from other robots, rehabilitation robotic applications, online learning, and into the decision-making domain with single operator multi-robot systems.
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This material is based on work supported by the US NSF under grant 1652454. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the National Science Foundation. Figure 13 . Perceived task completion across each task. The general trend is consistent across the tasks. As people see the intent only strategy does the best job of completing the tasks, followed by the KNITRO strategy and finally the mimic strategy. Figure 14 . Perceived human following across each task. This appears to be more task dependent. Although generally, the intent strategy appears to perform the worst. The mimic strategy appears to be volatile and the KNITRO strategy appears to be more stable. Figure 15 . Preference of the evaluators across each task. The general trend holds which has the intent strategy being most preferred and the KNITRO and mimic strategy following, respectively.
